Urinary Nandrolone Metabolite Detection after Ingestion of a Nandrolone Precursor
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ABSTRACT

WATSON, P., C. JUDKINS, E. HOUGHTON, C. RUSSELL, and R. J. MAUGHAN. Urinary Nandrolone Metabolite Detection after Ingestion of a Nandrolone Precursor. Med. Sci. Sports Exerc., Vol. 41, No. 4, pp. 766–772, 2009. Introduction: Quantities of various anabolic/androgenic steroids have been found in dietary supplements without their presence being disclosed on the label. The aim of this study was to quantify the excretion patterns of the diagnostic metabolites, 19-norandrostosterone (19-NA), and 19-noretiocholanolone (19-NE) after ingestion of small doses of 19-nor-androstene-3,17-dione (19-norandrostenedione). Methods: Eleven males and nine females entered the laboratory in the morning after an overnight fast. An initial urine sample was collected, and volunteers then ingested 500 mL of water containing 5 g of creatine monohydrate and 1.0, 2.5, or 5.0 μg of 19-norandrostenedione. The volume of each urine void was measured, and an aliquot was taken. Samples were analyzed for the metabolites 19-NA and 19-NE by GC-MS. Results: Ingestion of the 1.0-μg dose produced 0 positive doping tests, 5 subjects (20%) tested positive in the 2.5-μg trial, and 15 subjects (75%) had urinary 19-NA concentrations exceeding 2 ng·mL⁻¹ after ingesting creatine containing 5.0 μg of the steroid. The recovery of the ingested dose was highly variable between individuals, with values ranging from 11% to 84% (mean ± SD = 47% ± 18%). Conclusions: Ingestion of trace amounts of 19-norandrostenedione can result in transient elevations of urinary 19-NA and 19-NE concentrations. The addition of as little as 2.5 μg of 19-norandrostenedione to a supplement (0.00005% contamination) appears sufficient to result in a doping violation in some individuals. Key Words: 19-NORANDROSTENEDIONE, STEROIDS, DRUGS IN SPORT, WORLD ANTI DOPING AGENCY

The profile of sport has never been higher than it is today, but the issue of drug use by elite sportsmen and women has cast a cloud over the integrity of sporting competition. At the time of the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens, Noakes (15) suggested that the widespread use of performance-enhancing drugs had fundamentally distorted sporting contests. Although relatively few athletes test positive in doping controls, it is argued that evasion of such controls is not difficult. Over the last few years, however, evidence has emerged that some athletes who fail doping tests, although technically guilty of a doping offence, did not set out to cheat.

Around the year 2000, several high-profile cases of athletes producing urinary levels of nandrolone metabolites in excess of the threshold of 2 ng·mL⁻¹ permitted by the doping regulations prompted a wide-scale investigation of this steroid. These investigations raised the possibility that some positive tests may have resulted from ingestion of contaminated sport supplements. Geyer et al. (7) reported the presence of anabolic/androgenic steroids in almost 15% of a sample of 634 commercially available dietary supplements tested, without their presence being disclosed on the label. Further reports have confirmed these findings, identifying varying amounts of nandrolone, testosterone, and other steroids in a wide variety of nonhormonal dietary supplements (6, 18). The reasons for the presence of these substances in dietary supplements are not fully understood. Some cases may result from cross-contamination from other products due to inadequate quality control practices at the site of manufacture, but the presence of high doses of steroids and stimulants in some products makes it impossible to rule out the deliberate addition of these substances to improve the efficacy of a product (13).

Nandrolone is the popular name for the anabolic–androgenic steroid more properly known as 19-nortestosterone. This latter name makes it clear that this drug is closely related, in both structure and function, to the male sex hormone testosterone, which plays a key role in the maintenance of muscle mass and strength, bone health,
libido, some aspects of cognitive function, and in aggressive behavior. Due to this close association, nandrolone has been used by athletes in an attempt to accelerate muscle growth, to increase strength, to enhance aggression, and to improve recovery (10). The removal of the 19-methyl group from testosterone to produce nandrolone enhances the anabolic properties relative to the androgenic properties. Thus, many of the adverse side effects consequent to the use of testosterone are not observed with nandrolone, and the liver toxicity is significantly reduced when compared with the use of some other anabolic steroids.

The use of nandrolone itself has been prohibited by the International Olympic Committee (and subsequently by WADA) since 1988, but 19-nor-4-androstene-3,17-dione (19-norandrostenedione) and 19-norandrostenediol, the metabolic precursors of nandrolone, were added to the prohibited list only in 2001. The WADA diagnostic test for nandrolone relies on the measurement in the athlete’s urine sample of the metabolite 19-norandrosterone (19-NA) rather than the parent compound itself. Detection of urine concentrations of 19-NA in excess of 2 ng·mL⁻¹ is considered a breach of WADA regulations, and the principle of strict liability means that the athlete who provides a positive sample is guilty of a doping offence unless it can be proven otherwise. The situation is complicated by the fact that 19-NA can be derived either from nandrolone itself or from 19-norandrostenedione or 19-norandrostenediol, the metabolic precursors of nandrolone. Oral ingestion of these precursors does not appear to influence body composition or strength (19), although it can cause a small increases in circulating levels of nandrolone (12). Although injection of nandrolone esters results in a positive urine test for some months, oral ingestion of nandrolone is quickly cleared from the body (2).

Several studies have examined the urinary excretion of nandrolone metabolites after the ingestion of dietary or over-the-counter supplements known to contain nandrolone or its precursors (3,4,6,5,16). Positive tests for nandrolone, with peak urinary 19-NA concentrations of up to 623 ng·mL⁻¹, were reported after the ingestion of supplements including chrysin, Tribulus terrestris, and guarana, none of which should result in an adverse doping test (7). Significant elevations in urinary 19-NA concentrations have been reported after ingestion of dietary supplements that were known to contain 19-norandrostenedione and/or 19-norandrostenediol (3,16), over-the-counter androstenedione products (4), and therapeutic administration of eye drops (1). The interpretation of these data is, however, often clouded by uncertainty as to the exact composition of the supplements, relatively short urine collection periods, and in some cases, small sample sizes of only male volunteers.

We have recently examined the urinary excretion of nandrolone metabolites after the ingestion a single daily dose of 10 µg of 19-norandrostenedione added to a creatine supplement, administered to 18 male and female volunteers over a 6-d period (9). These data demonstrated that the ingestion of 19-norandrostenedione, at a level of contamination as low as 0.0002%, resulted in a doping violation in all volunteers on at least one test day. Peak urine 19-NA concentrations ranged from 1.3 to 28.0 ng·mL⁻¹ (mean ± SD = 7.4 ± 6.9 ng·mL⁻¹), with the greatest levels observed in either the first or the second void after ingestion of the contaminated supplement (within 6 h after ingestion). In most subjects, levels fell below the 2-ng·mL⁻¹ threshold for a positive doping test in all subsequent samples. Given the rapid appearance of these metabolites in the urine after supplement ingestion and the relatively short time course during which a positive doping result would be obtained, this may raise an issue over the timing of doping tests.

In light of these findings and of a report by Geyer et al. (6) suggesting that a dose of 19-norandrostenedione as low as 1 µg may result in a urinary 19-NA concentration in excess of 2 ng·mL⁻¹, the aim of the present study was to examine the urinary excretion pattern of the nandrolone metabolites specific to WADA screening after 1-, 2.5-, and 5-µg doses of 19-norandrostenedione in a large group of both male and female subjects. The quantity of 19-norandrostenedione administered in this study is representative of the amount previously reported as an undeclared contaminant in some dietary supplements (6,7). Given the speculation surrounding positive doping cases being attributed to ingestion of sports supplements contaminated with prohormones, this presents an important consideration for both athletes and doping agencies as well as for supplement manufacturers.

**METHODS**

Eleven male and nine female healthy volunteers (mean ± SD; age = 25 ± 4 yr, height = 1.68 ± 0.06 m, body mass = 68.6 ± 13.1 kg, body mass index = 24.2 ± 3.2 kg·m⁻²) were recruited to participate in this study. All were recreationally active, but none were engaged in competitive sport at the time of the investigation, and none were liable to testing by any sporting body for abuse of drugs. The study was approved by Loughborough University Ethical Advisory Committee (reference no.: R05-P39), and all subjects gave written consent to participate after being fully informed of the nature of the study. Volunteers completed a questionnaire outlining their habitual use of dietary supplements and were requested to refrain from ingestion of any supplements for the duration of the study. None of the participants was involved in a physically demanding occupation. To minimize the possible influence of physical activity, subjects were requested to avoid unnecessary exercise during the sample collection period on each trial.

On three occasions, separated by at least 3 d, subjects entered the laboratory in the morning after an overnight fast. An initial urine sample was collected and body mass was measured. Subjects then ingested 500 mL of water (Highland Spring, Perthshire, UK) containing 5 g of creatine monohydrate (Arena Pharmaceuticals, Buckingham, UK).
and 1.0, 2.5, or 5.0 µg of 19-norandrostenedione (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The treatment was randomized and administered in a single-blind crossover manner. The drinks were indistinguishable concerning appearance and taste. The creatine supplement had previously been analyzed using a validated supplement screening method and was shown to be free of nandrolone and related precursor materials 19-norandrostenedione and 19-norandrostenediol (limit of detection of 2 ng·g⁻¹).

After ingestion of the drink, subjects were provided with a volumetric cylinder, a series of labeled sterile collection tubes, and a urine collection diary. Subjects were instructed to collect and measure the volume of each void passed during the day and to retain a 30-mL sample in a numbered collection tube. The time of the void and the total volume were entered into a collection diary. On the following morning, the urine samples were collected from the subjects and were stored frozen at −80°C ready for analysis. Subjects were not required to collect urine samples at any specific times after ingestion of the supplement because the aim was to monitor the response to free-living conditions. No restrictions on food and fluid intake were in place during the sample collection period, but all subjects generally followed similar routines and similar eating and drinking patterns for each trial. To help ensure that metabolic conditions were similar before each trial, subjects were instructed to record dietary intake and physical activity during the day before the first trial and to replicate this in the day before the subsequent experimental trials. No supplement or alcohol consumption was permitted in the 24 h before and during each trial, and subjects were also asked to avoid unaccustomed or strenuous exercise during this time.

All samples were analyzed quantitatively for the metabolites 19-NA and 19-noretiocholanolone (19-NE), relative to a ²H₄-19-NA internal marker. In accordance with WADA guidelines, the specific gravity and the pH of all samples were recorded before analysis. Samples were analyzed using a validated and ISO 17025-accredited method developed for the quantitative analysis of 19-NA using GCMS (Shimadzu QP2010, Valcobond VB-5 column) in line with WADA requirements (Technical document-TD2004NA). After enzyme hydrolysis using Escherichia coli (20), sample preparation was carried out using solid phase extraction to yield an eluate that was treated to form the enol-trimethylsilyl derivative (21). Each sample batch was analyzed alongside two sets of controls (19-NA and 19-NE at 2 and 8 ng·mL⁻¹) and a set of calibration (0, 1, 2, 5, 7, and 10 ng·mL⁻¹) samples. The mass spectrometer was operated in the selected ion mode monitoring ions m/z 405 for 19-NA and 19-NE and m/z 409 for the deuterated analog of 19-NA. Samples were quantified for both metabolites using XCALIBUR LCQUAN software. For the purposes of doping testing, WADA guidelines suggest that a correction should be applied to 19-NA and 19-NE data in the present manuscript are presented without correction for urine-specific gravity, unless otherwise stated.

**Calibration lines and controls.** All calibration curves in all assays (n = 5) were well within the established acceptance criteria for the quantitative method (all points within ±15% of the nominal value). The R² value for the 19-NA calibration curve was 0.998 ± 0.001 (% coefficient of variation [%CV] = 0.06) and for the 19-NE was 0.993 ± 0.002 (%CV = 0.17). Low-control (2 ng·mL⁻¹) and high-control (8 ng·mL⁻¹) samples were extracted alongside each assay. The mean ± SD low-control sample over the five batches of samples analyzed (n = 26) was 2.00 ± 0.19 ng·mL⁻¹ for 19-NA (%CV = 9.3) and 2.08 ± 0.22 ng·mL⁻¹ for 19-NE (%CV = 10.5). The mean ± SD high-control sample (n = 26) was 7.89 ± 0.4 ng·mL⁻¹ for 19-NA (%CV = 5.1) and 8.16 ± 0.63 ng·mL⁻¹ for 19-NE (%CV = 7.7).

Data are presented as mean ± SD unless otherwise stated. To identify differences in normally distributed results, one-factor ANOVA was used. Statistical significance was accepted at P < 0.05.

**RESULTS**

**Urine samples.** Cumulative urine volume over the each of the three trial periods was 1767 ± 539, 2107 ± 1126, and 1860 ± 758 mL in the 1.0-, 2.5-, and 5.0-µg trials, respectively. The mean daily volume of urine produced during the trials was not influenced by gender (male = 1.86 ± 0.94 L·d⁻¹; female = 1.98 ± 0.72 L·d⁻¹; P = 0.562). Baseline urinary 19-NA concentrations were 0.19 ± 0.14 ng·mL⁻¹. None of the urine samples collected from subjects before the ingestion of the supplement contained levels of 19-NA or 19-NE exceeding the limit of quantification of the assay used in this study for urine analysis (0.5 ng·mL⁻¹); hence, these values must be considered as estimates. The mean concentration of these values was 0.19 ± 0.14 ng·mL⁻¹.

Figure 1 shows urine 19-NA concentrations for a typical subject over the three trials. An increase in the major metabolite, 19-NA, was detected in urine samples produced by all subjects after the ingestion of the supplement at all levels of contamination, with a significant correlation found between the dose ingested and the peak urinary 19-NA concentrations (r² = 0.593, P < 0.001). Mean peak 19-NA concentrations in the 1.0-, 2.5-, or 5.0-µg trials are presented in Table 1. Peak urinary 19-NA concentrations were observed within 6 h of sample ingestion, with levels falling below the threshold of detection before the end of the day in all subjects. In most (19/62) cases, the peak urinary 19-NA concentration was observed in the first or the second sample passed after ingestion. There was a large individual variability in the peak values observed, but peak concentrations (5.0-µg trial P = 0.030) and amount excreted (5.0-µg trial P = 0.085) were higher in the male than in the female volunteers. The 24-h 19-NA profiles in
The trials are presented in Figure 2, which shows the concentration of 19-NA excreted in each sample provided by the volunteers. There was no strong evidence of any correlation between peak urinary 19-NA levels in the 5.0-μg trial and body mass ($r^2 = 0.44; P = 0.052$) or total daily urine output ($r^2 = -0.52; P = 0.827$).

The excretion profiles of 19-NE were broadly similar to those of 19-NA. However, only minor changes in urine concentration were observed after ingestion of the supplement contaminated with 1 μg of 19-norandrostenedione ($P = 0.710$). In the 2.5- and 5-μg trials, peak urinary 19-NE levels of 0.53 ± 0.33 and 1.16 ± 0.71 ng·mL$^{-1}$, respectively, were observed. All preingestion urinary 19-NE levels were below the limit of quantification of the assay. The median (range) urinary concentration ratio of 19-NE to 19-NA was 0.33 (0.00–1.92) at baseline. The ingestion of 19-norandrostenedione produced no significant change in this ratio, with values of 0.23 (0.00–0.63), 0.28 (0.15–0.62), and 0.30 (0.15–0.94) observed at the time of peak urinary 19-NA concentration in the 1-, 2.5-, and 5-μg trials, respectively (1-μg trial $P = 0.151$; 2.5-μg trial $P = 0.872$; 5-μg trial $P = 0.588$).

The recovery of the ingested dose was determined from the administered amount of 19-norandrostenedione and the quantity of metabolites 19-NA + 19-NE measured in the urine. The percent recovery of 19-NA and 19-NE across all trials ranged from 7% to 68% (mean ± SD = 37 ± 15) and from 3% to 29% (mean ± SD = 11 ± 6), respectively. The percentage of total recovery of 19-NA + 19-NE ranged from 11% to 84% (mean ± SD = 47 ± 18), but there was a clear inverse relationship between the dose ingested and the percentage total recovery (1.0-μg trial = 55% ± 19%; 2.5-μg trial = 46% ± 14%; 5.0-μg trial = 40% ± 19%);
The results of the present study demonstrate that ingestion of trace quantities of 19-norandrosteronedione can increase urinary concentrations of the nandrolone metabolites, 19-NA and 19-NE, with as little as 2.5 μg of 19-norandrosteronedione resulting in urinary 19-NA concentrations in excess of the WADA threshold for a positive doping test of 2 ng·mL⁻¹ in some individuals. There was a clear dose-dependent response, with a significant correlation between the amount of 19-norandrosteronedione ingested and the subsequent peak 19-NA concentration measured in the urine ($r^2 = 0.593$, $P < 0.001$). The 2.5-μg dose corresponds to a level of contamination in the creatine supplement of 0.00005%. To put this in perspective, pharmaceutical GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) requirements specify that impurities as low as 0.01% must be detectable; the level of contamination in the 2.5-μg trial is 200 times less than this standard. This highlights the importance of specialized supplement testing that can detect impurities prohibited by the sports regulatory authorities at concentrations significantly lower than those detectable by standard GMP requirements. The potential for such low levels of contamination in a supplement to result in an adverse finding raises significant concerns for the manufacture of dietary supplements intended for consumption by athletes liable to regular doping tests.

A previous study from our laboratory demonstrated that an acute 10-μg dose of 19-norandrosteronedione resulted in urinary 19-NA concentrations significantly above the 2-ng·mL⁻¹ threshold in all subjects (9). Peak urine 19-NA concentrations were highly variable, but an individual peak 19-NA concentration of 28.0 ng·mL⁻¹ was recorded, and the greatest 19-NA levels were observed in either the first or the second void after ingestion of the supplement. Several previous studies have also reported similar findings after the ingestion of dietary supplements or over-the-counter medicines known to contain either nandrolone or its precursors or where the presence of these substances was undeclared (3–7,16).

The present study shows that ingestion of trace quantities of this prohormone results in a transient increase in urine metabolite concentration, with peak 19-NA concentrations seen in either the first or the second urine void after supplement ingestion in 19 of the 20 subjects (within 6 h). This is very different from the response seen after intramuscular injection of nandrolone esters, which results in elevated urinary 19-NA concentrations for several months (2). Ingestion of a large dose of 19-norandrosteronedione (50 mg: 10,000 times the highest dose used in the present study) has been reported to increase urine 19-NA and 19-NE concentrations for up to 7–10 d (17), but clearance of a 25-mg oral dose of ¹³C-nandrolone appears to follow an excretion rate similar to that seen in this present study, with urinary metabolite concentrations returning to baseline within 20 h after ingestion (3). The quantities of 19-norandrosteronedione administered in the present study are many times smaller than that administered by Uralets and Gillette (17) but are representative of the amounts that have been reported to be present in dietary supplements without the disclosure on the label (6,7).

Given the number of positive doping cases in which athletes have cited contaminated sports supplements as the cause, this presents a serious issue for both athletes and doping agencies. For example, an individual tested soon after the ingestion of a contaminated supplement may test positive for nandrolone use, but the same athlete tested later...
in the day (e.g., >10 h after supplementation) would provide a clean sample. With athletes often taking some supplements two to three times daily, it is reasonable to expect that concentrations of urinary nandrolone metabolites could remain elevated throughout the day, increasing the risk of a positive doping outcome in the presence of contamination.

The present study, in accordance with previous data (3,9), demonstrated large interindividual variation in both peak urinary 19-NA concentrations and percentage recovery of the ingested dose. Differences in cumulative urine volume may explain some of the variation in the peak values observed in the present study. The rate of urine production and its composition are influenced by several factors, including the glomerular filtration rate and the secretion and reabsorption in the proximal and distal tubules and collection ducts, in response to changes in plasma osmolality and blood pressure (14). It has been suggested that the ingestion of large volumes of fluid may result in an underestimation of excreted doping substances due to the production of dilute urine (3). Correction of measured concentrations to account for concentrated urine samples is permitted by the WADA regulations (WADA Technical Document TD2004NA), but it is not clear how dilute urine samples are accounted for. Although there was a large interindividual variability in the peak 19-NA values observed, there was no evidence for any correlation between total daily urine output (r² = −0.52; P = 0.827) and peak urinary 19-NA levels in the 5.0-μg trial. Peak values were consistently higher in the male volunteers than in the females (P = 0.030), even although urine volumes were not different, suggesting a gender-related difference in the metabolism or the excretion of these compounds. The reasons for the variation between individuals are not entirely clear. It might be expected that males would have lower peak 19-NA concentrations due to a greater body mass and, more particularly, a greater lean tissue mass (although this was not measured) giving a greater distribution space and therefore lower concentration in tissues. It might also be expected that males would have a greater water turnover, including a greater urine output that would lead to dilution of the excreted metabolites (11), but this was not the case.

The recovery of the ingested dose was highly variable, ranging from about 11% to 84% across all subjects during the three trials. Similar findings have been reported in several studies investigating the excretion patterns of urinary nandrolone metabolites (3,4). There was a clear inverse relationship between the quantity of 19-norandrostenedione ingested and the total percentage recovery of 19-NA + 19-NE, but this association was not apparent when values under the limit of quantification were excluded from this analysis. Because concentrations measured below 0.5 ng·mL⁻¹ can only be considered as estimations, perhaps this association is not as strong as it appeared initially. A third metabolite, 19-norepiandrosterone, might account for at least part of the ingested dose that was not recovered. This metabolite is excreted in a sulphate-conjugated form and would not be detected by the analytical method used in the present study (2), which is based on the methods recommended by WADA to detect nandrolone use. It is not at present known what fraction of an ingested dose will be excreted as 19-norepiandrosterone. Some of the interindividual variability in total recovery may also be accounted for by failure to collect all urine passed, despite stressing the importance of this to the subjects. The completeness of the urine collections could not be verified by reference to the 24-h urinary creatinine excretion due to the confounding factor introduced by the relatively large dose (5 g) of creatine ingested along with the dose of 19-norandrostenedione, but all subjects reported complete compliance over the collection periods. Although the interindividual variability recovery in the present study was large, it was generally relatively consistent between repeated trials with the same individual.

The total fractional recovery was lower in the female (42% ± 16%) than in the male (52% ± 19%) volunteers (P = 0.029). The apparent differences in the fractional recovery of the ingested dose may be related to a gender-specific difference in the metabolic fate of ingested norsteroids, so that there is either a greater production of the metabolite 19-norepiandrosterone in females and/or a greater fractional excretion of 19-NA and 19-NE as the sulphate rather than glucuronid acid conjugates. Normal excretion of 19-NA appears to vary during the menstrual cycle, with the highest values reported during ovulation, suggesting a link between steroid metabolism and estrogen levels in females (8). The difference in urinary excretion patterns between males and females in this present study is consistent with the findings of our previous study (9) and warrants further investigation.

The present data demonstrate that the presence of 19-norandrostenedione at a concentration as low as 0.00005% in a 500-mL liquid supplement can result in a doping violation under current WADA regulations in some individuals. Furthermore, the marked variation in peak urinary 19-NA concentrations raises the possibility that some athletes ingesting a product contaminated with a low amount of 19-norandrostenedione could fail a drugs test, whereas others taking the same product may not. The level of prohormone contamination administered was many times lower than that reported to be present in some commercially available supplements, and it is clear that these data have serious implications for the production of dietary supplements on sale to athletes. Unless manufacturers are able to carry out analysis to detect contamination at the level of 1 μg per serving—irrespective of the serving size—they cannot provide any assurance that their product is free from the risk of an adverse doping result. A routine test for supplements undertaken in our laboratory can detect steroid concentrations of 10 ng·g⁻¹ (i.e., 0.000001% contamination in a product may be detected). The elimination of...
19-norandrostenedione was rapid, with peak urinary concentrations of 19-NA and 19-NE generally occurring in either the first or the second urine void (within 6 h) after supplement ingestion. The rapid clearance of these metabolites from the body after the oral ingestion of nandrolone precursors also raises an important issue for both athletes and doping agencies regarding the timing of doping tests.
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